AGENDA

[Please mark attendance sheet]

1. Welcome, Introductions
2. Announcements
3. Approval of Las Vegas Agenda
4. Approval of Salt Lake City (Spring 2018) Meeting Minutes
5. Reports and Presentations:
   - Report on ACI 318 Punching Shear Code Change Proposals CE 020, CE 021 and CF 009 (Ospina, Hawkins and Sanders)
   - Report on ACI/fib Collaborative Punching Databank Development Efforts (Genikomsou and Monical)
   - Presentation (TBD)
   - Collaboration with ACI 421, 352 and Other Committees (Polak)
6. Other Business
7. Next ACI 445C Meeting (Québec City, March 24, 2019)
8. Adjournment